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Aerodata Captures Diverse Alps Terrain
with A3 Digital Mapping System

The Challenge

Aerodata was commissioned to acquire a surface area of nearly 20,000 km2 at 20cm GSD of 
France’s Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur – also known as PACA. The final products required were
DSM, DTM, orthophoto mosaic, and meta-data of the area. 

The PACA region encompasses various types of land including cities, open fields, forest, as well
as the famous Alps Mountains. The diversity of the land faced Aerodata with the severe complexity
of flying over and capturing an area with a terrain elevation range from sea level to 3,000m.
Capturing the Alps came with its own challenges; the unstable mountain weather posed extra
chance for clouds and turbulence, and the wide terrain elevation range resulted in varying GSD. 

For this complex project, Aerodata required an aerial mapping camera that offered extremely 
efficient capture, making optimal use of the few good weather days that would be available to them.
The aircraft to be flown was the Fairchild Merlin SA2206 3A.

Founded in 1992, Aerodata International Surveys is a leading
airborne surveying and mapping company, specialized in spatial
data acquisition of the earth’s surface and its advanced
processing into geo-information products.

With offices in Belgium, The Netherlands, France, Italy and Australia, Aerodata executes 
projects throughout Europe, Middle-East, Africa (EMEA), Australia and South East Asia. 
Aerodata continuously operates on the forefront of geo-information provision technology
and are a part of the PASCO Corporation.



VisionMap Ltd. is a leading provider of digital automatic aerial 
survey and mapping systems. Its flagship A3 solution, comprised
of a large format camera and automatic processing system, is known 
for its capability to capture and process areas 2-3 times larger than 
other available systems in significantly less time, while reducing
operational costs. 

The system supports extremely large scale projects and automatically
produces Aerial Triangulations, DSM and Orthophoto mosaic as well
as Stereo Models and Geo-referenced Oblique images. VisionMap
systems are successfully deployed around the world.

For more information, visit www.visionmap.com

The Solution

Aerodata chose VisionMap’s A3 Digital Mapping System for the challenging PACA capture. Aerodata’s
Technical Director Ezra Philipse, explained, “We needed to get the most out of every suitable flying day.
From previous experience with the A3, we knew it was the most efficient camera for the job.” 

The A3 camera consists of dual CCDs with two 300mm lenses, which rotate in a cross-track direction
during flight, providing a FOV of up to 106° and a super large footprint of 60,000 pixels. A3’s field of
view combined with its long focal length enables high resolution vertical and oblique images to be
captured simultaneously, significantly cutting capture time. Thanks to A3’s unique technology, and
in spite of the terrible weather encountered, Aerodata was able to capture the entire area in 55 flight
hours - what would have taken twice as long with another camera. 

After the capture was complete, VisionMap’s automatic processing system produced the required
products - DSM, DTM, orthophoto mosaic, and meta-data of the area – all meeting the clients
requirements within the allotted timeframe.

Following the conclusion of the project, Mr. Philipse commented, “A3’s superior capture efficiency is 
unmatched. We knew we could count on it to successfully capture this difficult area.” He added that
“the A3 system’s stability and reliability provide consistent return on investment.”

Aerodata was pleased with VisionMap’s fully automatic processing system, which required minimal 
manpower. According to Mr. Philipse, processing would have likely taken three times longer and
“would have been difficult with any other software.” 

Aerodata’s Response


